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Ms. Pewitt stated that various
BvTERl EMEL
difficulties
occur when divorced
Divorce has become the "common tragedy" of our flexible life- women return to the college situastyle. It is the rapid-fire answer tion. Women with children have
for some and an agonizing de- troubles finding an inexpensive
cision of acceptance for others. place to live for (hey are neither
Many divorced women return eligible to live in married housing
to college to help find a way to or the student dormitories.
support themselves and their
Many newly-divorced women
children and often encounter
special problems because of their must learn how to cope with the
situation. They are not only faced hassles of maintaining a social life
with the transition to the college and raising a child, and just reatmosphere and its different ac- newing social relationships can be
tivities but they also must cope difficult.
with being the sole parent in their Ms. Pewitt feels that many men
children's lives.
automatically tag divorced women
This personal adaptation docs as an easy mark and as a result,
not always come easy.
many women feel a loss of selfSonja Pewitt is a 25-year-old esteem or anger when confronted
divorced mother who returned to
college over a year ago. As a psy- with this type of attitude.
Another major problem for the
chology major, Ms. Pewitt plans
to go into the field of counseling divorced mother is raising a child.
LAW ANA KISfNGER, reigning Miss Southwestern, works diligently on her replica of a $1,400 dress deafter graduation, and she has de- "In Oklahoma, women arc facing
signed
by Mike Blnct. The 24,000-sequlned dress will take approximately 130 hours for the Arapaho junior
cided to utilize her own back- more of the financial burdens of
ground into a positive sharing ex- child support," Ms. Pewitt said. to complete. In addition to this project, Lawana Is also the director of this year's Miss Southwestern
perience for others.
Too often, the added strain of Pageant, which will be held Thursday, Feb. 14, at 7:30 p.m. In the Weatherford High School Auditorium.
Ms. Pewitt is trying to set up a dealing with sole financial securprogram for the "single female ity can make the return to college
parents" of the SWOSU campus.
Reigning Queen Creates Dress for Pageant
"Divorce is a very emotional ex- even more frustrating.
The program will deal not only
perience and no one can underfor herself to wear during her frosty blue dress.
By PAM ROB1SON
stand it unless they go through with sharing these problems but
As if selling advertisements farewell speech.
Lawana hopes to get the dress
it." Ms. Pewitt explained. "Sui- also in finding ways to cope with and tickets, recruiting contestIn October she ordered the finished on her own without encide is greatest at the first of a di- the anxiety and frustration of the ants, finding judges, and acting 24,000 sequins she would need to
listing help from anyone else.
vorce. The future depends on single parent situation.
as committee chairman for the make the dress, but she did not "I'm getting it done if I have to
you."
Ms. Pewitt hopes that the 1980 Miss Southwestern Pageant actually begin work on the dress
Ms. Pewitt wishes to make the program could tackle projects for were not enough for her to do. until late November when the stay up all night every night
before the pageant," she
project a problem-solving venture the group members' children, al- Lawana Kisinger. the reigning sequins arrived.
and "a haven or sanctuary for diMiss Southwestern, decided to
Since then. Lawana has spent laughed.
vorced women." She added that lowing mothers to take turns vol- tackle the project of creating her more than 75 hours putting the
the group "will discuss the prob- unteering for planned activities own dress to wear at this year's sequins on the gown. She has [SpnloT of""rjTiifi7ekj
lems of single parenthood partic- for the children while the others pageant.
handsewn each individual sequin
benefit from the needed free
ular to that group of people."
However, this is not just any onto the bodice of the dress and is
Yearbook Chooses Theme time.
ordinary dress that the 20-year- using fabric glue to attach each
"All The World's A Stage" is
Ms. Pewitt hopes to set up the old home economics minor is de- one onto the skirt.
the theme for the coming 1981 program within the next few termined to make. It is a replica of
It has taken Lawana 21 hours to
Bulldog. Teresa Moore, yearbook weeks.
a $1,400 dress by Mike Binet. a fasten the 5,000 sequins needed
editor, began production this
Joe LoVecchio. counselor of the famous pageant dress designer. to fill one of the panels of the fourweek.
When Lawana saw the scquin- paneled skirt. She estimates li.~:
Drug Abuse Program, showed
Editors have been chosen for
great interest in Ms. Pewitt's covcred original last year, she it should take her at least 130
each section, and they are curloved it and decided to make one hours to completely finish the
rently planning the techniques to project and expressed a desire
that "the program could hopebe used in the yearbook.
Susan Polk and Nancy Murphy fully become an ongoing part of
IF ytHJ HAVE TO pUT SOMETHJNq IN yOUR MOUTH,
are working on the academic the Admissions Packet."
MAKE IT A pACJfER.
Ms. Pewitt may be contacted
section of the book which is to be
completed by the end of the se- on Tucdays and Thursdays after 5
You MAy f e d silly, DUT rr WON'T UARM you
mester.
p.m. by calling 772-1618. InterTrtE WAy CIGARETTES OO.
Barbara Burgess
iue Ann Stone. Sherry John- ested persons can also write to
Yukon
son, and Karen Donley are start- Ms. Pewitt in care of The Drug
ing on the spring sports.
Give
Heart
Fund
Of)
Home
Economics
Abuse
Program.
SWOSU.
WeaFRONT PAGE PHOTO
American Head Association \I<
Other members of the 1981 therford.
Major
Photo Okla.
by: 73096.
yearbook staff are Sandra RineMs. David
PewittBurlison
asks that each
Sponsored By
arson and Laura Epperson. Or- person enclose information conProse by:
ganizations: Luis Gruntmeir, cerning
Glenn Wright
the
individual's
length
of
Kathy Penner
Honors, and Robin Arnold, Col- divorce,
Jake Wright II
number of dependents.
lege Life.
and class schedule.
Representatives For
•
L O O S E

L O D G E
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Open 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
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HAPPY HOUR 4 to 6

Take this page
to the Sirloin of
America for your
American Sirloin
Dinner for two with
drink and salad bar.

TELEVISED SPORTS
Foosbafl - Pool - Pinball
Ladies

Nite-

Every

Cans a n d b o t t l e s 5 0 *

leek

Weds.
•
•
•
•

Glass 25<

Phone - 772-9029
J

Charles L. Sanders
Of The
Sirloin of America
Good thru May 31, 1980

BUDGET FOR SPRING SEMESTER 1980
Expected Revenue
Balance Brought Forward
Student Fees (3500 at 2.50)
Miscellaneous

S u g g e s t i o n

B

o

x

S u g g e s t e d

$6,000
8.750
250
$15,000

Freshman Class President Don p.m.. and Publicity Committee,
By KIM TURNER
Looking for a romantic Valen- Saunders introduced a new fresh- immediately following the Student Association meeting.
tine's date? Try the Student Cen- man senator. Pete Franks.
ter Ballroom on Wednesday evenThe next meeting of the StuCheryl Sorrels was appointed
ing. Feb. 13. The Student Associ- chairman of the new Publicity dent Association will be at 6 p.m.
Expected Expenses
ation Activities Council will be Committee. Committee members on Wednesday. Feb. 6. in the Sky
Blood Drive
$ 100
presenting a special Valentine's include: Rebecca Hale, Jackie View Lounge of the Student
Campus Bcautification
2000
Day double featurc-"The Prom- Henson. Michelle Riley. Janet Center.
Bulldog Fund
500
ise" and "Brian's Song."
Spring Week
500
Shelby and Cindy Vaughn.
NOTE: Contrary to last week's
Not quite so romantically inDuke Awards
1500
Senate
article, prospective candiCommittee
meetings
for
the
clined? Visit the Student Center
National Symposium
660
on Tuesday evening, Feb. 19, and week were: Constitution Commit- dates for treasurer of the Student
Miscellaneous Expense
1500
see if the Senate-sponsored back- tee with Humanities Club. Friday. Association are not required to atMiss Southwestern
500
gammon tournament is more your Feb. 1. at 1 p.m.. in the Student tend this semester's meetings if
2640
Activities Council
Center T.V. Lounge; Activities they are not presently members
style.
Honorariums
800
These February activities were Council, Monday, Feb. 4, at 5 of the Association.
President
225
among several topics of discusVice-President
225
sion at the Jan. 30 meeting of the
Secretary
100
Student Association.
r
Treasurer
75
The spring hours for free swimExecutive Secretary 75
ming at the gymnasium pool have
M o n d a y
Marque Directors 100
4300
been set for 3 to 5 p.m. on MonX
Sinking Fund
days, 6 to 8 p.m. on Tuesdays,
•
$15,000
Wednesdays and Thursdays, and
•
2 to 4:30 p.m. on Fridays.
•
S p a g h e t t i
N i t e
A self-defense workshop will be •
•
presented by the Oklahoma Highway Patrol and the Senate Activi•
ties Council, probably on a Tues•
day evening in early March in the
Student Center Snack Bar.
G r e e k
V i e w s
A l l
y
o
u
c
a
n
Plans for a suggestion box to be
placed somewhere on the ground
level of the Student Center were
Alpha
Gamma
Delta
is
under
By JANET SHELBY
discussed. Any student with a
The fellows that survived the the leadership of President Judy worthwhile suggestion for Senate
Walker.
Assistance
will
be
given
nfamous Phi Delta Theta "Hell
e a t
f
o
r
action or improvement of the AsWeek" and attained membership by Tammi Smith, treasurer; Deb- sociation itself is urged to conrights arc Bart Cox, Austin Wil- bie Templeman, vice-president of tribute to the box. The Executive
iams, Junior Wood, David Hut- fraternity education and corres- Council will read and evaluate
ponding secretary; Rollinda Reimson, and Ned Kygar.
er, vice-president of scholarship each suggestion.
$ 2 . 5 9
A couple of "great hams" were and recording secretary; Sara
Nineteen candidates will particnvited to a Teke rush party last Sadler, rituals; Jo Ann Perdue, ipate in the Feb. 14 Miss SouthA'eek, reported Mark Jordan. Tau Panhellenic delegate and house western pageant. The $500 scholKappa Epsilon served barbeque chairperson; Janie York, rush arship fund provided by the Stupork to members and guests.
chairperson; Nancy Penn, mem- dent Association will award $200
The ballots have been counted. bership chairperson, and Sara to the new Miss Southwestern,
$100 to thefirstrunner-up, $75 to
tnd officers are: Kerry Moser, Kurtz, activities.
772 2 6 5 0
P I Z Z A
•
the second runner-up, $50 to the
president: Ted Bishop, vice-presiThe fraternal order of Sigma third and fourth runners-up, and
lent; Dennis Winters, secretary; Tau Gamma recently elected Jeff
$25 to Miss Congeniality.
Brad Sarchct, treasurer; Bud LyGriffin,
president;
Jim
Coffman,
A movie will be shown in the
man, historian; Greg Stong, social
:hairman; George Santos, chap- vice-president; Pat Lewis, secre- library auditorium on Saturday,
lain; Jay Armstrong, pledge train- tary; Paul Clark, treasurer; Tony April 12, for the high school stu309 N. Washington •
er, and John Kowaleski, rush Bowman, pledge trainer, and Bud dents on campus for the annual
Southwestern
lnterscholastic A
chairman.
Cowart, sentinel.
Meet.
Gamma Phi Beta has elected
their long roster of officers: Toni
Newberry, president; Cheri Lou
McGee, vice-president; Cindy
Scalf, recording secretary; HanV a l e n t i n e
C a r d s
b y
H a l l m a r k .
nah Craig, corresponding secretary; Pam Avant, treasurer; Connie Jarman, pledge trainer; Cheryl Sampley, rush chairman; TamV a l e n t i n e
F l o w e r s
my Miranda, chapter development; Rhonda Milton and Kara
Baker, activities chairpersons;
d e l i v e r e d
l o c a l l y
Donna Feese, scholarship, and
Pam Pool. Panhellenic delegate.
NEWS DEADLINES
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12 NOON
THURSDAY
O r d e r
ANNOUNCING
THE N a i l S a l o n
113 W. Rainey
A Revolutionary, New
|manicure to lengthen nails
J for women who have never
'had beautiful, long-lasting
nails before! THESE A R E
NOT SCULPTURED, butj
a new process to extendi
your nail. ONLY $25.1
2 Hr. Appointment re-j
quired.
Call 772-6071
after 2:30 p.m. I
Lynn Olson-Licensed]
Manicuristl

E a r l y

t o

a s s u r e

complete selection.
We accept Visa or Master Charge Cards

Cjift a n d J-lower S k o p

Main & Washington
772-3378
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C a r t e r

C o n f i d e n c e

ter" campaign, led by Kennedy
supporters, ignited an outburst of
defections from both the Carter
administration and his campaign
organization.
Many influential party leaders
also joined the Kennedy bandwagon by endorsing him, rather
than the President, for the Democratic Presidential nomination.
Many Democrats seemed frus-

trated by Carter's lack of leadership, citing the cause as his inability to push badly needed programs through Congress.
Kennedy's natural charisma
and usually excellent political
timing fueled the fire. It would
By PAM WEEKS
take a miracle to turn the tables
Francis Ford Coppola's new creation, "Apocalypse Now," is sure to
on Ted Kennedy.
be a big hit during the 1980 Academy Awards presentation for movies
Then it happened. Early in No- of 1979 if the previous winners, "The Deerhunter" and "Coming
vember, Moslem students storm- Home." are any indication of the trend.
ed the U.S. embassy in Iran, takYes, we are being tuned in to another fascinating Vietnam movie.
ing almost 50 Americans hostage. However, it isn't your typical war movie.
E n d n o t e s
Carter's tough by cautious reThe plot centers around Martin Sheen who has been hired by the
sponse
to
the
Iranian
actions
led
U.S.
government to kill one of the United States' own men, Captain
By KIM TURNER
to
a
swell
in
his
popularity.
Kurtz,
played by Marlon Brando. He has gone insane during the war
West Point-home of the United States Military Academy--the very
name evokes images of the legendary "Long Gray Line," images of Kennedy hurt his own cause by and is living deep in Vietcong territory. Sheen's job is to find and
hundreds of Nazi-perfect cadets, trim young gentlemen reminiscent of opposing the President's position destroy him.
Sheen hitches aridewith a navy gun boat and four young soldiers to
another era, images of antebellum teas on the lawn and girl-friends on the crisis. Although some
Americans
agreed
with
the
senatake
his trip down the river. This is probably the most devastating part
from schools like Vassar and Holyoke.
West Point—where the finest families send their finest sons to be- tor, the overwhelming majority of the entire movie as we see the lives of the young men torn apart by
come the finest, most powerful military men in thisfinestof countries. rallied behind the President. And war. They panic at the sight of the Vietcong and they shake at sounds
The public's image of West Point would drastically change if Lucian Carter's reaction to the Soviet in- in the forest. But this doesn't stop them from skiing behind the boat
K. Truscott IV's "Dress Gray" were made mandatory reading. This vasion of Afghanistan strengthen- and disco-dancing on the deck during their spare time.
The most entertaining point in the movie comes when we meet a
fascinating novel reduces the impregnable fortress of tradition to a ed this support.
These factors and an effective hard-nosed captain, played by Robert Duvall. who is more interested in
granite manhole-cover concealing the secrets of a great dark cesspool
campaign organization enabled surfing thanfighting.Atfirstit's shocking to see him having his men
of petty jealousy, sadism, and vicious ambition.
the
President to defeat Kennedy "cover" him on the shore while he surfs and they bomb the Vietcong at
The year is 1968 and Rysam Slaight is a junior, a "cow," at the
academy when he begins to detect that everything is not exactly as it by an almost two to one margin in the same time.
But, in a quick analysis, we see that this is probably how he keeps his
should be in the hallowed halls of the 160-year-old USMA. The murder the first test of the candidates'
voter
strength—Iowa's
Demosanity.
Robert Duvall, who recently won the Golden Globe Award for
of a new cadet, a "plebe," is carefully and quickly hushed up by the
cratic
Presidential
Caucus.
The
Best
Supporting
Actor, is terrific in this role and Coppola should have
commandant, General Hedges, as part of a plot to destroy the academy's present superintendent and promote Hedges to that prestigious Iowa Caucus has put Carter in the centered the entire movie around his character.
lead for the nomination but will
When Sheenfinallyreaches Brando's kingdom, we are faced with a
position.
not
necessarily
insure
victory.
gross
ordeal. Surely the show could have been filmed without all the
Falsified autopsy reports show that the cadet, David Hand, an acCarter
still
must
resolve
the
blood
and gore. If Coppola's intention was to shock us—he acquaintance of Slaight's, was accidentally drowned. However, the workproblems
in
Iran
and
Afghaniscomplished
it.
ings of a near-miraculous grapevine consisting of a friendly doctor, a
Coppola, known to movie buffs as producer-director of "The Godgarrulous sergeant-major, observant secretaries, and several other tan. Issues like reinstatement of
well-placed contacts supplies Slaight with the facts of the cadet's the draft, the energy shortage, father," recently won Best Director for "Apocalypse Now" during the
and grain embargoes are issues Golden Globe Awards. And rightfully so. The filming was tremendous.
murder.
that
may hurt the President's The storyline seemed to lag a little in places but people who enjoy war
Slaight's muck-raking adventure begins to turn up more muck than
he had counted on as he finds not only that Hand was drowned by a campaign in the next few months. movies will thrive on the violence in this film. For those of us who
Letters. . .
squeamish at the sight of blood—steer clear of this epic journey
fellow cadet, but also that both parties were homosexuals.
through
minds
men.G R A P E S
Dear
Editor:
Sthe A
U of Ewar-crazed
R
With the help of his fellow cadets, a professor of law, and his cosmoSo
another
semester
has
startpolitan girlfriend, Israeli fashion designer lrit Dov, Slaight opens a can
By CATHY SAUER
safety and efficiency of our school
of worms revealing con-upt practices at every level of the academy, ed. How time flies! I never
It is a melancholy object to are totally preposterous.
thought
time
could
move
so
fast.
from the lowliest tactical officer to an upper-echelon Pentagon official.
Well. I feel it is proper now for those who walk about this univerLikewise, a remodeled, safer
Slaight's career and life arc threatened, his girlfriend is put under
sity on their way to class when Milam Stadium press box and a
me
to
look
back
and
cast
a
resurveillance, and his room is ransacked as he gets too close to the ugly
flection on what has happened they see the streets, the side- more responsible attitude on the
truth behind the death of Cadet David Hand.
walks and entry-doors glazed over part of the students themselves in
Even without the mysterious murder and cover-up, "Dress Gray" since 1firstcame to Southwestern
with a sheet of hazardous, frozen regard to the upkeep on this inon
Sept.
1.
1979.
would make for interesting reading, if only for its excellent descriptions
precipitation, inconveniencing ev- stitution are equally ridiculous.
As
a
foreign
student,
it
is
hard
and explanations of West Point life. Truscott, a West Point graduate
Obviously the most important
who has definitely "been there," details many of the famed institu- for me to start drawing conclus- ery pedestrian's step.
tion's most legendary traditions, from "Beast Barracks" to the annual ionsrightnow about the school. Is This ice instead of gracing problem lies in the unpredictable
Army-Navy football classic, and manages to present them even more it the right school or is it not? This someone's glass--an honest liveli- and inconvenient weather so often
effectively against the extremely untraditional background of the question each student should an- hood for ice-employs all its time experienced in our area of the
turbulent 1960's and the Vietnam War.
in covering areas vitally impor- country.
swer as he or she knows.
Although this novel could easily be dismissed by some as just
But I survived it all. I not only tant to near-tardy students hurBut I have digressed too long
another graft-and-corruption expose', classification of this book is far survived my first semester at rying diligently to their destina- and must return to the purpose at
from simple. Truscott manages to perform the nearly impossible feat ofSouthwestern but also my first tions.
hand. It amazes me that no one
revealing the corruption of the men who control the academy while few months in the United States.
I think it is agreed by all parties has thought of such a solution
maintaining the reader's respect and admiration for the institution
I still wonder when I look back that the prodigious amount of before this. . .especially when the
itself and for the ideals on which it was built.
and
see how much I have been extra worry caused by this recent answer is so simple a one.
T HGray"
E
O worth
U Treading,
H W Eif only
S Tfor EtheRfact
N that it lifts
"Dress
is a S
book
able
I humbly suggest that a large,
away some of the West
Point
mystique
and letsofthe layman have a look. to adapt myself to life in the deplorable state of nature is a
Official
Student
Publication
United States. For instance, I very great, additional grievance transparent dome be built over
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
never saw football played before to our already ulcer-prone campus the already existing basic strucSubscription Price: $3.00 Per Year
coming to the United States. 1 society; and, therefore, whoever ture of our university. Once this is
used to watch and play soccer all could discover a workable method accomplished, a few minor addiSecond Class Postage Paid at Weatherford, OK 73096
my life but now I can say I am a of ridding Southwestern of any tions such as environmental reguSecond Class Permit No. 508100
future such serious health-hazard lators would insure the satisfacfootball fanatic.
My eating habits have also would serve so well of its popula- tion of everyone.
Eventually, of course, accomPublished every week of the Academic Year, except during holidays, changed at least temporarily. tion as to be presented a Duke
and every other week of the Summer Session by The Southwestern
Hamburger wasn't much fun Award at the end of the fiscal modations could be made for
Publishing Co., University Campus, Weatherford, Okla. 73096.
when Ifirstcame here. Never had year.
necessities like a motel to solve
But my intention is very far the problem of dorm curfews and
to eat much of it back home but
Member of Oklahoma Collegiate Press Association
now 1 don't know of anything I eat from being confined to the subject an airport to supply free transpor'The Southwestern is a citizen of its community."
better. But I still miss my native of dangerous ice. It is of a much tation to resort areas during term
Editor
Teri Emel
pounded yam, garri, egusi soup greater extent and shall improve breaks.
Associate Editor
Pam Weeks
our school in many more aspects
and all the rest of them.
Also, during the winter, a ski
Managing Editor
Susan Polk
The weather is another thing than this one since it will supply lift to the top of the dome would
Advising Editor
Cathy Sauer
over here. Back home it is tropi- an environment conducive to jog- allow the campus community to
Campus Editor
Kathy Penner
cal. Lots of sunshine and rain but ging shorts and tans the year take advantage of the new slope
Student Editor
Pam Robison
round.
no snow.
in the event that the proper acSports Editor
Tim Allen
Having turned my thoughts for cumulation of snow takes place.
Much has happened to me
Greek Editor
Janet Shelby
since I boarded the plane at several moments upon this impor- Having thoroughly thought my
Photographer
Kenny Elkins
Lagos. Nigeria, on that fateful tant subject, and having seriously solution out, I can think of no obThe opinions expressed on this editorial page are not necessarily the day Aug. 30, 1979, but basically I considered the propositions of jections that might be raised
opinions of the administration of the university. The Southwestern
know deep inside my soul that 1 other would-be improvers, 1 have against my recommendation and
Publishing Co. is solely responsible for the content of this newspaper. have not changed in character found the suggestions up to this sincerely hope that the student
body, faculty and administration
and purpose of life—a small-town point severely inadequate.
The ideas that a new auditori- will take my modest proposal for
boy striving to achieve his goal in
Southwestern to heart.
um and a few strategically placed
life.
(A parody of Jonathon Swift's
I just hope and pray that I will trees and night lamps could con- "A Modest Proposal")
be able
to GEORGE
make the OGBONNA
best of my siderably improve the beauty,
time
at Southwestern.
By STEVE GOL LDING
The political scene of 1980
should prove to be one of changing roles and conflicting dialogue
within the Democratic party. Jimmy Carter was falling behind Ted
Kennedy in almost every precampaign poll but in recent weeks
Carter has taken a commanding
lead.
Early last fall, the "Dump Car-
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Dr. Harold D. Cole, assistant
rofessor in the Southwestern
late University Department of
iological Sciences, will present a
•search paper at the 1980 Inter.iiioii.il Pig Veterinary Society
ongress June 30-July 3 at the
niversity of Copenhagen, Denlark.
An invitation to attend the in-

P a p e r

i n D e n m a r k

ternational meeting was extended
after officials of the society read a
research paper by Dr. Cole in the
April 1977 edition of "Infection
and Immunity," a scientific journal published by the American
Society for Microbiology.
The article was titled "Effects
of Cholera and E. coli Enterotoxins on Gut Motility."

I

wmm

m*4

i

The interest of the 1PVS in Dr.
Cole's research stems from the
effects the toxins produced by
cholera and E. coli bacteria have
on livestock-young livestock in
particular.
"There is an immunization for
cholera but not for E. coli and the
goal of research in this area is to
find a way to immunize against
the toxin or to find a way to break
the bond of the toxin and memalkback TV Offers 37 Courses
branes."
According to Dr. Cole, sympThirty-seven courses for reguTUESDAY-7:30 to 10:10 p.m.,
ir resident college credit may be 3543 Casualty Insurance; 7 to 9 toms caused by E. coli toxin iniken during the spring 1980 se- p.m., 5643 Curriculum Develop- clude diarrhea and loss of body
fluids. In adult animals the probtester through the Oklahoma ment in Secondary Schools.
ligher Education Televised In- TUESDAY and THURSDAY-2 lems caused by E. coli toxin
truction System (Talkback TV) to 3:15 p.m., 5413 Management usually run their course in three
icilities located on the South- Science for Managerial Decisions or four days with little harm, but
western State University campus. II; 4:30 to 5:45 p.m., 5863 Envir- in very young animals the effects
Included in the schedule are onmental Impact Assessment; 3: of the toxin can be fatal.
iah daytime and evening classes 30 to 4:45 p.m., 5883 Human
This can mean great economic
i a variety of subject areas.
Factors in Technology; 10:30 to loss to a pig farmer, for instance.
Enrollment information may be 11:45 a.m., 4923 Energy ConserAlthough the interest of the
btained from Dr. John Ludrick, vation and Management; 8 to 9:15 IPVS in Dr. Cole's research and
alkback TV coordinator, at a.m., 1323 Introduction to Library the research of many others in the
DR. HAROLD COLE, assistant professor In the Southwestern State
outhwestern.
Technical Services; 10:30 to 11:45 area of these toxins is primarily University Department of Biological Sciences, poses In front of several
The Southwestern facilities, lo- a.m., 4043 Oceanography; 12:10 related to agriculture, the know- electron photomicrographs prepared as part of his research on the
afed in the Education Building, to 1:25 p.m., 1493 History of ledge also is important at the effects of cholera and E. coll toxins on animal Intestines. Dr. Cole's rere among 62 receiving locations United States Since 1865; 9:10 to human level.
search has attracted the attention of the International Pig Veterinary
hroughout the state. Talkback 10:25 a.m., 4663 French Revolu"Treatment for the effects of Society, which has Invited himtopresent a paper at the 1980 inter'V is a closed-circuit, two-channel tion; 7:40 to 8:55 a.m., 2103 both E. coli and cholera toxin is national congress of the organization, Jane 30-July 3 at the University
nstructional network operated by Sociology; 1:40 to 2:55 p.m., 4003 similar," Dr. Cole said. "Antibi- of Copenhagen, Denmark.
he State Regents to make higher Police Community Relations.
otics and extra fluids can be given
ducation resources and oppor- WEDNESDAY-3 to 5:25 p.m., for relief of symptoms; however,
unities available to all Oklahoma 2413 Pension Planning; 6 to 8:45 cholera is much more severe and
START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
esidents.
p.m., 7033 Electrical Power Sys- may require giving extra fluids
Classes will be telecast from tem Design.
equivalent to the affected perline campuses-University of OkTHURSDAY-5:30 to 7:10 p.m., son's body weight.
ahoma, Oklahoma State Univer"In isolated cases of cholera,
3212
Safety Practices in Educaity. Central State University,
prognosis is good with fluid treattional
Programs;
7:30
to
10
p
.
m
.
.
Last Central State University,
1
9
8
0
ment, but in epidemic situations
lortheastern State University, 4343 Instructional Planning; 6:30 the logistics of trying to treat
.angston University, Oscar Rose to 9 p.m., 4000 The Possible thousands of people in this manunior College, South Oklahoma Human.
ner is impossible.
FRIDAY-5:40 to 9:40 p.m.,
rity Junior College and Univer"An immunization or some
2044 Avionics.
ity of Tulsa.
other treatment to counteract the
Courses offered through the
SATURDAY-8:30 to 11:30 toxin could be simpler and more
WOSU studios, meeting days a.m., 6393 School Personnel Ad- effective."
nd times will include: MONDAY ministration; 8 a.m. to 12 noon
-3 to 5:25 p.m., 1213 Life Insur- (Jan. 19-March 1), 6212 EvaluaMan is the only creature ennce Law and Mathematics; 6 to tion of Educational Institutions. dowed with the power of laughter.
1:45 p.m., 4263 Digital Systems
1; 6:30 to 8:10 p.m., 5172 Cleft
'alate.
MONDAY and WEDNESDAYA n
i m p o r t a n t
> to 6:15 p.m., 5220 Industrial
vlarketing Management; 2:30 to
m e s s a g e t o e v e r y
1:20 p.m., 6604 Sanitary Design
g r a d u a t i n g
s e n i o r
ind Water Resources.
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
r e g a r d l e s s o f f i e l d
FRIDAY-8:40 to 9:30 p.m.. 3213
Intermediate Accounting I; 7:40
o f
s p e c i a l i z a t i o n .
Make a New Year's resolution to start your year off right with a
to 8:30 p.m., 3113 Basic Business
subscription to The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City Times and
Law; 12:40 to 1:30 p.m., 3563
The Sunday Oklahoman.
If you've been seriously
Business Finance; 11:40 a.m. to
You won't want to miss the complete coverage ot the upcom12:30 p.m., 2113 Principles of
considering a career in
ing election—the candidates, the issues and the primaries. You'll
Marketing; 10:40 to 11:30 a.m.,
keep up-to-date on the sports scene with reports on all kinds ot
4143 Sales Management; 9:30 to
p r o g r a m m i n g , n o w i st h e t i m e
sports action, including high school, college and professional
10:20 a.m., 5703 Marine Estuargames, throughout the season.
ine, Water Quality Management;
to talk t oA R C O Oil a n d G a s
Using
the Daily Coupons Can Save You the Price of Your
11:30 a.m. to 12:20 p.m., 5853
C o m p a n y in Dallas.
Subscription! Act Today for Home Delivery
Groundwater and Seepage; 8:30
to 9:20 a.m., 5263 Digital Systems
Your degree and al least six hours o( computer courses are the
Design II; 12:30 to 1:20 p.m.,
Circulation Department
110
keys to our informative, comprehensive training program. This is
5823 Radiation Heat Transfer;
The
Oklahoman
and
Times
not
"on-the-job
training."
This
is
a
lormal
training
program
thai
1:40 to 2:30 p.m., 2113 General
P.O. Box 25125
will provide all the knowledge and tools you need to become
Humanities; 9:30 to 10:20 a.m.,
Oklahoma
City. Oklahoma 73125
a
top-notch
programmer
.
.
.
within
a
last-growing
division
of
7033 Organic Geochemistry; 10:30
I would like to subscribe for home delivery of the newspaper(s)
Atlantic Richfield Company.
to 11:20 a.m., 7223 Low Temperchecked below:
Under the guidance of our training, you'll learn how to develop
ature Geochemistry.
programs for computer processing . . . design computer logic . . . • The Daily Oklahoman —70e
prepare block diagrams Irom work (low charts . prepare coded
[ ] Oklahoma City Times—50e
Instructions . . . assemble input test data . . . prepare docuU The Sunday Oklahoman—50c
mentation . . and debug programs.
Rent A Ford
Best
of
all,
you'll
have
the
opportunity
to
move
up
fast
in
a
Name.
. LOW DAILY RATES
systems/programming departmenl that olfers clear-cut career
, RENT BY THE OAY, WEEK
Address
Apt
paths to more responsible advanced programming, systems
OR MONTH
analysis and/or management roles.
City State Zip
, PICK-UP* DELIVERY AVAILABLE
Salaries and benefits are fully commensurate with education and
RENTACAR
Phone Date
experience For more details on Ihe future you'll enjoy with
one of the nation's top ten energy companies, send your
The Sunday Oklahoman is 75c on Rural Routes
MARION DAVIDSON
resume and current transcript lo: Ms. Lorraine R. Burke, ARCO Oil
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
and Gas Company, P.O. Box 2819, Dallas, Texas 75221.
ARCO Oil and Gas Company <>
1-40 & Hiway "66" West
|
THE OKLAHOMAN AND TIMES
Phone: Sales 772-3319 Parts 772-6000 j
Division ol AtlanticRichlieldCompany
An equal opportunity employer, m/f
Weatherford. Oklahoma 73096
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degree candidates, more for those ceive their federal aid.
Dr. Warren Wilson of South- not be completed until after Jan.
By KIM TURNER
pursuing
advanced
degrees
such
The
Financial
Aid
Transcript
western's
Office of Student Aids 1. 1980. and that students making
Every once in a while, a student
receiving federal aid I. the form as those necessary for careers in form, which can be obtained at warns that needs analysis forms application for the OTAG should
the Office of Student Aids in the for Fall 1980 Title IV aid should do so before March 1. 1980.
of Title IV funds has had to pay pharmacy, medicine, or law.
Since this problem is most com- library basement, includes a secback a semester or two of those
monly found in the cases of trans- tion on previous financial assistfunds--not always an easy job.
The repayment of Basic Educa- fer students who have received ance to be completed by the Stution Opportunity Grants (BEOG). federal aid through each of the dent Financial Aid Office at any
Work Study funds, National Di- colleges and universities they at- school previously attended.
rect Student Loans, Guaranteed tended, federal regulations now
N e w
A r m y
O p t i o n
In addition, all SWOSU stuBank Loans. Oklahoma Tuition require that all students who have
transferred
to
Southwestern,
or
dents who wish to apply for
Aid Grants (OTAG) and other
G u a r a n t e e s J o b
federal funds is necessary if the who will transfer in the future. BEOG. Work Study, National Distudent has recieved Title IV aid must have a Financial Aid Tran- rect Student Loan, and/or OTAG
for more than the allotted number script on file in the Office of will now be required to use the
P l u s $ 7 4 0 0
B o n u s
of semesters-eight for bachelor- Student Aids before they can re- ACT Family Financial Assistance
Need Analysis form or the CSS
Parents' Confidential Statement.
The Army's new 2-year enlistment
Ellis, S c h u l t z
R e c i p i e n t s
Application for the OTAG will
option is available o n l y to high
now be made in a section provids
c h o o l seniors or graduates.
ed for the program on the appliO f
$ 2 5 0
S c h o l a r s h i p s
cation forms.
If y o u q u a l i f y , w e o f f e r :
Application fees for the various
* Guaranteed job training
Southwestern State University Southwestern, Mrs. Replogle is aid programs vary with the type
junior art education majors Rudy an active supporter of academic
* Veteran's E d u c a t i o n Assistance
Ellis of Ardmore and Darrell programs at Oklahoma City Uni- and number of programs applied
for.
Program (VEAP)
Schultz of Burlington, Iowa, are versity, where she recently enA student applying only for the
recipients of $250 scholarships dowed a religion professorship,
• A d d i t i o n a l $2,000 V E A P b o n u s
BEOG will not be charged an approvided by Margaret Renz Re- and Phillips University.
plogle of Oklahoma City.
She also serves on the execu- plication fee, but a S5 processing
Act now, see if you qualify for
A former resident of Weather- tive board of Oklahoma City's fee is charged if application is
ford and a graduate of Southwest- Deaconess Hospital and is active made for Work Study and the Naother bonuses:
em, Mrs. Replogle also is a major in the Oklahoma City Symphony, tional Direct Student Loan in adcontributor for SWSU's Distin- the Oklahoma City Arts Center, dition to the BEOG. Application
* $1,000 t o $3,000 c o m b a t a r m s
guished Freshman Scholarship the Oklahoma Museum of Arts, for the OTAG incurs yet another
bonus
the Cowboy Hall of Fame and
program.
fee
of
$2,
bringing
the
total
• $4,000 a n d $6,000 e d u c a t i o n a l
"We appreciate Mrs. Replog- World Neighbors.
charges for needs analysis and
Ic's generosity and are grateful
assistance b o n u s
OTAG processing to $7.
for her assistance to these young
men who arc among the best stu- "Beastly place," an English- Want Ad
Call your Army recruiter at:
dents currently enrolled in the man said as he was flying with an HELP WANTED--Combination
Southwestern art program," said Irishman and an American over typist/bookkeeper employment
James Terrell, chairman of the the Sahara. "The devil's home," opportunity, full-time or partthe Irishman commented. Speak- time. Immediate employment.
Art Department.
405-355-1022
ing last, the American declared, Contact Steve Engleman, Clinton
In addition to her assistance to "What a parking lot."
Dally News, telephone 323-5151,
for appointment.

S e r i ) i c e
f e n d i n g

•SNACKS

F E A T U R I N G :

• Chips
• Pastry

*

Machines That

Work! !

• Candy
* A Refund System (when the machine

• Gum
•

FOOD
• Sandwiches
• Milk
• Juice

doesn't work!)

* A Phone Number To Report A Problem!

• Burritos
* Dollar & Coin Changers On Campus (Library
• CANNED
SODA
• Pepsi
• Mt.
• Dr.

Pepper

• Diet Drinks
COMING

Lobby & Rogers-Jefferson Lobby)

Dew

SOON
• Ice C r e a m

P h o n e :
8 2 1

7 7 2 - 3 0 4 5
E .

B
R

M a i n

W e a t h e r f o r d

E
VEIN!

->

P u b l i c H e a l t h
f i e l d N e e d s
I n d i a n s
The Health Professions Re- assets available for the American rather attempts to convey a broad
cruitment Program for Native Indian. For example, the experi- functional understanding of pubAmericans has been established ence of having worked with In- lic health which will eventually
in order to assist Indians in gain- dian students over the past seven allow the Indian student to seek
ing admittance and graduating years and the fact that the Okla- and secure employment within
from an accredited School of homa School of Public Health is any facet of the health service
Public Health.
centrally located in the largest svstem nationwide.
For further information contact
Although this recruitment pro- population of American Indians
gram is housed within the Uni- within the U.S.A. which inci- Dr. Mitchell V. Owens or Rodney
versity of Oklahoma School of dentally allows immediate acces- W. Sumner at the Health ProfesPublic Health, the main purpose sibility to many agencies and or- sions Recruitment Program for
of this program is to recruit and ganizations that serve the Indian Native Americans—M.P.H. on
the University of Oklahoma
retain Indian students within any people and Indian providers.
of the twenty-one Schools of
The School of Public Health Health Sciences Center campus.
Public Health nationwide.
does not educate Indians ex- School of Public Health. P.O. Box
An underlying purpose of this clusively for employment within 26901. Oklahoma City, Okla.
program is to increase the avail- the Indian Health Service, but 73190(405)271-2456.
ability of qualified Indians within
the Biostatistics and EpidemiolBE
W I S E
A D V E R T I S E !
ogy, Environmental Health,
Health Administration, Health
JOHNNY BROWN, played by Mark Cain, tempts MoUy Tobln, Education and other areas in
played by Rhonda Milton, with one of her lifetime drcama-a big brass public health.
bed. The two Altos sophomores will be performing the principal roles
In the SWOSU production, "The Unslnkable MoUy Brown." Perform- The recruitment program preances will be Feb. IS and 16 at 8 p.m. and Feb. 17 at 2 p.m. In the sently is attempting to identify
Indian people who would be
Science Building Auditorium.
Hake a "Sweetheart"
willing and qualified to puruse
one of the many graduate and
for your f a v o r i t e
post-graduate level degrees in
public health: M.P.H.. H.S. Dr.
McGill Scholarship Available
from our selection o f
P.H.. or Ph.D. degree.
hand-painted " S w e e t h e a r t " k i t s .
The Ralph McGill Scholarship required to maintain a "B" averSince the University of OklaFund will offer scholarships for age in order to keep the scholar- homa School of Public Health was
x o x o x o x o x o x o
j
the 1980-81 school year of up to ship.
accredited in 1968, more than 35
$1,500 each to students with
American
Indians
have
graduated
A letter of not more than 500
N^Many new designs i n L a t c h H o o k , f
southern backgrounds who have words telling why the applicant and taken leadership positions
completed at least two years of wants a scholarship, together directly benefiting Indians within
^
Needlepoint,
/
college, according to Jack Tarver, with a photograph of the appli- the health field.
chairman of the Scholarship Fund. cant, must accompany each appli- It would appear that future
Quickpoint,
/
Tarver said May 1, 1980, is the cation. Applicants also must have needs of Indian professionals will
and C r e w e l
f
deadline for applications. He said a letter of recommendation from a become even greater as a result of
a number of scholarships are college authority.
every tribal organization in Amer\^ove
arrived^'
awarded each year to students
Application blanks may be ob- ica wanting to be able to take adwho have demonstrated a longvantage of self-determination op122 W. M a i n ^ X
S
Weatherford
time interest in the news and edi- tained from: The Ralph McGill portunities in health care delivery
Scholarship Fund, Box 4689, Attorial phase of newspapering.
now before them.
Successful applicants will be lanta, Ga. 30302.
The University of Oklahoma
•WIERICAN
71STIME
BEAT
School of Public Health has many
• N6EOLCW0KX
H e j n a
' C a c t u s

A n n o u n c e s
F l o w e r '

C a s t

Director George Hejna has an- bartender.
nounced the cast for the comedy
Cast as cocktail waitresses are
"Cactus Flower," playing March Cathy Christcnsen, Ann Cox,
26, 27 and 28. Members of the Shelly Kliever and Teri Emel. Apcast are Dawn Kuykendall. Okla- pearing as Nite Club Patrons and
homa City freshman, as Toni; Shoppers are Jerilynn Johnston.
Guy Emmerson, Midwest City Karen Donley. Alice Rudkins.
freshman, as Igor; Sharon Pigeon, Rene Schaefer, James Cobb and
Enid junior, as Mrs. Durant, and Kelly Dwyer.
Dr. Rolan Decker, professor of Hejna is still looking for people
chemistry, as Julian.
to help backstage on lights,
Also included in the cast are sound, publicity, make-up and
Greg Alvis. Hydro sophomore, as properties. Also needed are dance
Harvey; Jeff Cherrington, Wea- couples familiar with the Foxtrot,
therford senior, as Sanchez; Joni Latin and Disco dances.
Whitson, Woodward freshman,
Anyone interested should see
as Botticello's Springtime; Ted Hejna in his office, 112A, Science
Pyle. professor of English, as the Building.
Anyone born on Feb. 29,
please contact Terri Emel,
Mon., Wed., Fri.
1-5 p.m., Ext. 4701

FULL VALUE STORES

LOOK FOR OUR CIRCULAR FOR THESE
AND MANY OTHER BARGAINS!

F .
V .
S .

Drug

Store

Your hea'th the mos) p/eoov* Qui you can nave Taka car© o<February
yOurse" 6th thru February 12th, 1880
and avod those ttvngs ihai you know arc noi good lex you' neanh
wwu ouAnnnts uui
It itln©4» doe*, occur remember ou< pharmacy -4 hero lo helpran
you Weuu soceisno i v i mas OFTKMAL WTH nmvrum inws
have the pharmaceuticals you need and tn<- rrrii../,.iij: knowledge to
OSpOns* them properly And most importantly wo provide I ho pe'^on.H
iervice ihai 15 so c'-cai during j time oi iCnevs

GAVISCON
Antacid Tablets
IOOS
SQ28
Mlg List S6 12 O
Liquid 12oz
•97
Mlg List S5 63

TYLENOL
TABLETS
100s Mlg List S3 39
S-J88

AFRIN
Nasal Spray '5 m|
Mlg Usl S2 S4
28

9 Pc Non Stick
EKCO BAKEWARE SET
2 ea Pie & Cake Pans 1 ea Loal
Sq Cake Biscuil Muttm Pan
77
* Cookie Sheet
Mlg List $19 80 * 8

PAMPERS
Todd lei 12s
Mlg List S2 29
67
*1
CUP THIS COUPON
Butlei-Nui
COFFEE
0RIP or ELECTRIC 3 Lb
F. Mlg List S10 69 Ea
*779s
V.
, COl/rOH VALID DUfUHC Ull
S. FULL V*\LU£ STORES

CUP THIS COUPON
Chicken 01 Tne Sea
TUNA
Oil of Watei Pack 6
F. Mlg List SI 09 Ea
V 7# 8V' Ea
[SjJ FULL VALUE STORES

Extra Strength
DEXATRIM
DIET CAPS 20 s $OZ9
Mlg List S3 98 C
09
OR 4(1 s
*4
Mlg List S6 98

CLIP THIS COUPON
Hetty
TALL KITCHEN BAGS
| 11 Gal 24 > 30 30 Count
Mlg List *
&1
t 34
$; "a
COUPO* vtuO CXjfcBG LU1
FULL VALUE STORES
I
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By JANET SHELBY
other person, even if it meant thata uniformed U.S. soldier ir
If the views of 14 women re- they would get me first."
1779. She joined the colonial forWomen were not specifically ces fighting in the Revolutionary
sponding during informal interviews are representative, the mentioned when President Carter War as a man.
majority of females on campus recommended in his State of the Some of the interviewees' an
are willing to register for the draft Union address that "persons be- swers revealed a sense of humor
tween 18 and 26" be required to
if males are required to register. register. Moreover, in general, even in the face of possible regisOnly four of the 14 would take al- when the possibility of drafting tration. Typical of such comments
ternative measures rather than females has been mentioned, were:
serve in the military, although the service other than actual partici- "I wonder if they would sha
concensus was that war is im- pation in fighting has been im- our heads."
plied.
moral.
"I wouldn't last very longSenior Cheri Lou McGee, whose However, if women should after they tasted my cooking."
"1 really dread basic training."
father and brother have both been some day fight, it would not be a
"What about latrine duty?"
in military service, readily an- first. Deborah Sampson fought as
swered that she was willing "to
fight for her country. That's the
K e l l e y s
way I was raised."
Joan Thomas, a political sciTHE SOUTHWESTERN Slate University Art Department has
N E JEWELRY
•warded these four art students $100 scholarships for the spring 1980 ence major, was quite an advocate
semester. From left, they are Kevin Waugh, Tulsa sophomore; Larry for registration. "It's high time
Hill, Weatherford senior; Lisa Cobden, Chlckasha sophomore, and we had it. I've lived in other
Jerry Johnson, Hydro sophomore. Funds for the departmental schol-countries and witnessed their
arships were raised by the sale of art work at Weatherford's annual forms of government. By comArt Festival.
parison, America is best."
The only mother questioned
concerning the reinstatement of
Biology Majors May Obtain Credit
registration was Ms. Elsie Lang,
Language Arts instructor. Ms.
In Summer Courses on the Coast
Lang stated, "War is wrong."
When asked if she felt both
Biology majors and others who
First term—Marine Chemistry,
want to add to their knowledge of 6 semester hours; Physical Marine women and men should be rethe vast variety of life forms that Geology, 3 semester hours; Chem- quired to register for possible
inhabit brackish and salt water ical Marine Geology, 3 semester military service, she answered,
habitats may enroll for one or two
"It is equally frightening for men
summer courses taught at the hours; Basic Techniques in Marand
women. Civilized people in
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory. ine Science for Teachers, 3 sethis age of education should be
mester
hours;
Advanced
Studies
The GCRL is Mississippi's institute for marine science and is in Marine Science for Teachers, 3 able to solve their problems withpart of the university system of semester hours; Introduction to out useless, barbarian killing. I
that state. It also is a teaching af- Marine Zoology, 4 semester would grieve for either of my
filiate of over 50 colleges and uni- hours; Marine Invertebrate Zool- daughters just as I would for a
versities across the country. A ogy. 6 semester hours; Marine son."
THE GIFT OF A CROSS
student may earn undergraduate Fisheries Management, 4 semes- Cindy Pasby, a part-time stuor graduate credits and credit ter hours, and Parasites of Marine dent, believes in a strong, always
can be most memorable in the life
earned is transferred and includalert military. "We should have a
of a young person. 14K yellow gold.
Animals,
6
semester
hours.
ed in the academic record at the
Second term—Marine Botany, continuous registering system."
student's home institution.
From $59.95
Interviewees who were staunch4
semester hours; Salt Marsh
Interested students should contact the on-campus coordinator at Plant Ecology, 4 semester hours; ly opposed to reinstatement of
his school to obtain a full descrip- Marine Microbiology, 5 semester registration wished to remain
oH!e((ey\ ojeweky
tion of the courses and dates they hours; Marine Vertebrate Zoolo- anonymous, but some of their
are offered, plus student applica- gy, and Ichthyology, 6 semester comments were: "I'd take the
tion forms. At Southwestern Okla- hours; Marine Ecology, 5 semes- quickest flight to Canada."
Downtown Weatherford
homa State University, the co- ter hours, and Marine Aquacul"I
have
little
intention
of
getordinator is Dr. Buena Ballard. ture, 6 semester hours.
Applications for the summer ting involved in another Vietnam
During the 1980 summer ses- program may also be obtained by situation--especially when it's me
sion, coursework offered is as writing to the Registrar, Gulf on the front line."
L if aI could kill
P anh y s i q u e
follows:
"I'm not sure
Coast Research Laboratory, Ocean
Springs, Miss. 39564.
Start the year off right!
W h a t s

&

W h a t

N o t s
Dancercise to Disco

Gifts for that Special Person:
Big

selection of V a l e n t i n e Cards.

R e d S i l k Rose

Arrangements.

Offering
o i .. J i i i
Sculptured Nails
Premiere Exercise Suits

Mon. - Fri.
9:00 - 1:00 p.m
2:00 - 8:00 p.m

Daily Dancercise Classes

Don't forget our
Mobiles &

Ask about oar special for college girls

kinetics,

t h a t w o r k by t o u c h .
to
772-5092

Owner: LoReacy Randolph

312 N. Washington
Weatherford Shopping Center

772-7769

115 S.W. Main
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BOB KHOUR1E

By SUSAN POLK
With 1980 being an election
year, many students will be faced
with the dilemma of choosing between the various presidential
candidates and casting their vote.
Some students made the "big
decision" in 1976. However, there
are a number of students who will
be voting for the first time.
Nevertheless, the 1980 campaigns are underway. And whether or not you have participated
in an election before, now is the
time to start considering the possibilities.
When SWOSU students were
interviewed, their response was
varied, yet the opverwhelming
choice proved to be Carter.
Here are some of the answers:
"Reagan. Maybe because he
used to be a movie star. Reagan
seems to understand the problems of today."--Bob Khourie,
Hayti, Mo., first-year pharmacy
"Carter. I am impressed with
the way he has handled all of the
criticism over the Iranian crisis."
Patti Hinds. Burns Flat junior
"Carter. For one thing, I think
he is an honest man. He has a lot
N u t r i t i o n

W o r k

7
W h y ' :

d

JOHN BUIE
of integrity, and 1 also think that
everything considered he has
done as good a job as anyone
could."--John Kamphaus, Canute
junior
"Carter. Under the circumstances he has done a good job
over the past four years. The
other candidates probably couldn't do a better job."-Mike Chaloner, El Renofirst-yearpharmacy
"Carter. All of the other candidates seem to be too liberal. I
would like to see Carter be a little
tougher with his foreign policy."
--John Bule. Eaklv junior
"Kennedy. 1 think he will get
DAMITA DAVIS
the job done. His name carries a
lot of power, and 1 think he understands more of what society is
going through. "--Damlta Davis.
El Reno junior
K e z e r
E l e c t e d
"Carter. I like the way that he
Claude Kezer. assistant profeshas held himself together, and sor in the SWOSU Language Arts
the way he is handling the current Division, has been elected games
situation as it is. I think it's the commissioner of the Mid-America
most any one man can do."-- Intercollegiate Soccer League.
Robln Emerson. Hobart sophoAs commissioner of the MAISL.
more
Kezer will makefinaldecisions on
"None of them are doing very any protested games and detergood. I don't really think 1 would mine disciplinary measures for
vote for any of them."-Cheryl players who commit major conTesterman, Hollis freshman
duct infractions.
"It is an easy job as long as
games go smoothly." notes Kezs h o p
F e b .
1 3 er. "However, the commissioners job can be fraught with
for teaching and instructional headaches if problems arise."
materials.
Kezer has been active in the
Seminar participants were vis- Weatherford area in the Great
ited by Helen Brown, chairperson Plains Soccer Association which
of the SWOSU Home Economics sponsors youth leagues for particDepartment, and Linda Turner. ipants ages 5-19. He was coordigraduate student. Mrs. Brown in- nator of the Weatherford Soccer
dicated that the five school dis- Club in the organization's first
tricts were doing an excellent job year in the Great Plains Soccer
of integrating nutrition education Association and continues to serve
into their existing curriculum. as a coach and referee in the
Mrs. Brown said that the com- western Oklahoma league.
munity, school and parents' in- In western Oklahoma, the Great
volvement made the program a Plains Soccer Association memsuccess.
bership has grown from three to

Southwestern's Home Economics Department is completing
its second nutrition seminar on
Feb. 13. Representatives from
Sentinel, Custer City, Hydro,
Hinton and Eakly were on campus
three days in November and are
returning forfinalevaluation.
The workshop. "Creative Nutrition-A Team Approach." is
sponsored by the School Lunch
Division of the State Department
of Education. Participants come
as teams-composed of the elementary principal, lunchroom
manager, three teachers and a
parent.
Theophilus
Each team will present a 30minute presentation demonstrating their school's efforts to improve the eating habits of children in kindergarten through the
sixth grade.
The purpose of this year's
workshop is to give in-service
training to teachers, so they can
in turn incorporate the basic nutrition concepts into their class
curriculum.
The Nutrition Education and
Training Program provides audiovisuals, hands-on learning activity
resources and in-service training
nutrition. Each school participating in the program receives funds CHURCH OF CHRIST BIBLE CHAIR

CHERYL TESTERMAN

ROBIN EMERSON

S o c c e r

C o m m i s s i o n e r
tunities for training as coaches
and officials are available, and interested persons may get full details by contacting him in Weatherford.

nine cities in less than two years.
As popularity of the sport grows,
so docs the need for coaches and
officials.
Kezer notes a variety of oppor-

Schedule of E v e n t s
Skyvlew
Feb. 6 6-7:30 p.m. Student Senate
Stewart Hall Computer
Dating
Student Center
Feb. 7 5:308:30 p.m. Mu Phi Epsilon
S100
7-9 p.m. Kappa Epsilon
PA111-4
8:15 p.m. Recital
Ballroom
Recital
Ballroom
7 p.m.
Jazz Festival
Auditorium-Ballroom
Feb. 8 All Dav
Statewide Piano Concert Contest M101
Statewide Piano Concert Contest
M101
Feb.
6:30-9 p.m. Kappa Epsilon
PA111-4
Feb.12 6-10 p.m. TKE
E211
8 p.m.
Recital
Ballroom
6:30-9 p.m. PSA & Aectg. Club Speaker Library And.
7 p.m.
PEO
Skwlew
7 p.m.
Accounting Club
AS206
Feb. 13 All Day
CLEP
Skyvlew
6-7:30 p.m. Student Senate
Skyvlew
4 p.m.
Departmental Recital
Ballroom
o p.m.
Miss Southwestern Rehearsal Weatherford High School Auditorium

C
YES—
^
/ SOCIETY MUST
f B E A R THE
\RE5PONSlBILITY.'

Devotional Tuesday 7:00 p.m.

f AREN'T Y&U
A F A R T OF
\
SOCIETY ?

Billy King, Director

Office Phone: 772-5179

P a g e a n t

D r a w s

N o t e d

C e l e b r i t i e s

fill

l^fr.

The reigning Miss Oklahoma. master of performing arts degree Oklahoma County Bar Auxiliary
and Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity
two former holders of that title in opera.
and an Oklahoma City television
As Miss Grand Lake at the 1979 Wives. Her husband. Jack R.
and radio personality have ac- pageant, she overwhelmed the Durland Jr.. is a partner in the
cepted roles in the 1980 Miss judges with her talent in opera Oklahoma City law firm of Crowe. i
Southwestern State University singing. She also had held the Dunlevy, Thweatt. Swinford,
Pageant on Valentine's Day, Feb. title of Miss Shawnee in 1976. Johnson and Burdick.
A 1973 broadcasting journalism
14.
Miss Elmore plans a profesJill Elmore, Oklahoma's repre- sional career in opera, and she graduate of the University of Missentative in the 1979 Miss Amer- hopes to study within the next few souri. Robbie Robertson joined
the KTVY sports staff on Nov. 1,
ica Pageant, will be mistress of years in Austria.
JILL ELMORE
KENDI BROWN
ceremonies for the local program
A transplanted Texan from Wi- 1973. and the following year won
scheduled at 7:30 p.m. in the chita Falls, Kendi Brown has the Associated Press Award for
Weatherford High School Audi- taught modeling, ballet and tap Best Sports Story.
torium.
and jazz dancing the past six Robertson does the radio color
Judging the event will be years. She operates studios in commentary for the Oklahoma
Kendi Brown, Miss Oklahoma Waurika, Archer City, Tex., and State University Cowboy football
games, produces and co-hosts the
1978; Deborah Knight Durland. Nocona, Tex.
Miss Oklahoma 1974. and Robbie
She studied dance, drama and KTVY Dave Bliss Sooner BasketRobertson, sportscaster for voice at the University of Okla- ball Show and is the play-by-play
announcer for the Oklahoma City
KTVY.
homa.
The pageant is directed by 1979
Miss Brown enjoys entertaining 89ers baseball team on radio.
Miss Southwestern Lawana Kis- and choreographing all types of The sportscaster won the Jiminger. junior from Arapaho.
musical productions and fashion my Taylor Award in Baseball
Advance ticket sales began shows. Currently the co-director while attending F. C. Hammond
High School in Alexandria. Va.,
Monday, Feb. 4, and will con- of a children's scholarship pag- where he also played basketball.
tinue until noon Feb. 12 in the eant, she plans to perform next He is a four-year U.S. Navy
Southwestern Dean of Student summer at Opryland U.S.A. in veteran.
Personnel Office and in both uni- Nashville, Tenn.
He and his wife, Peggy, reside
versity cafeterias. Tickets purDeborah Knight Durland re- in Oklahoma City.
chased in advance are $2 for presented Warr Acres when she
( c o n o c o )
adults and SI for students with won the Miss Oklahoma crown at
identification. At the auditorium the 1974 pageant. She holds a
SCIENTIFIC
PROGRAMMERS
door on pageant night tickets will bachelor of music degree from
be 50 cents higher.
Oklahoma City University, where
N E E D E D FOR RESEARCH-RELATED J O B S
Miss Elmore, whose home is in she was selected for listing in the
IN P O N C A C I T Y
Tulsa, earned a bachelor of music publication Who's Who Among
degree in vocal performance from Students in American Universities
Oklahoma Baptist University. She and Colleges and also was voted
is presently a graduate student at Outstanding Senior Woman.
Oklahoma City University studyThe Exploration Research Division of Conoco Inc has openings lor Scientific Programmers
Mrs. Durland is on the Oklaing toward a master of music deApplicants
should have a mmimum of a Bachelor s degree in Computer Science or related
gree in vocal performance and a homa Museum of Arts Board of
discipline Preference will be given lo applicants wilh experience on CDC Cyber and/or
Trustees and a member of the
O d d s
&
E n d s
i t 'J s*s'ems Work includes programming and software development in support
'
,J
of a broad range of geological and geophysical research proiects Excellent salary benefits
and career opportunities Interested applicants should send their resume lo
If you are one of those practical, SWOSU ROTC Department and
budget-minded people who hate the awards were: Ed Andes. WeaTechnical Assistant
to waste money on traditional Val- therford junior, "Greasy Skier"
Exploration Research Division
entine's Day gifts of flowers or Award; Sandy Hogan, Oklahoma
Room 16. West Office Building
candy, the Council for Exceptional City junior, "Helpless Pupil"
Conoco
Inc
Children might have the solution. Award; Carvette Fleming, OklaP O Box 1267
homa
City
sophomore,
"Snow
CEC, a campus organization for
Ponca City. OK 74601
Bunny" Award.
special education majors, is planConoco Inc it an Equal Employment Opportunity.'Affirmant Action
ning a unique fund-raising activNo Agencies Please
ity for Valentine's Day sweethearts at SWOSU
The organization will be selling
the buttons for SI. Interested students can choose from a variety of
slogans that range from expressions of love to the Greek alphabet.
Buttons can be ordered through
Feb. 11 by contacting either Shelly Rigdon. Kay Dene Brown or
Harold Jackson at the Special Education Department, Neff Hall
Basement. Extension 4661.
•• *
At a recent meeting. Gamma
Delta Kappa officers discussed
the upcoming sorority initiation of
pledges. The initiation will be
held Feb. 18 at 5:30 p.m. in Room
201 of the Science Building.
All women meeting the requirements are encouraged to
join the honor sorority. Requirements arc a 3.25 g.p.a. and have
completed 30 credit hours.
Interested students must bring
a transcript to Dr. Miller's office
in the Home Economics Department by Feb.14.
••*
Thirty-eight cadets journeyed
to the scenic, snow -covered slopes
of Breckinridge. Colo., for the annual ROTC winter ski trip sponsored by the SWOSU Military
Science Department.
An awards banquet topped off
the five-day trip. Winners from
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of the opening half and were In
By TIM ALLEN
With almost a repeat perform- the lead at intermission.
The second half was a complete
ance of the Phillips game last
week, the Bulldogs used a last turnaround with the Tigers grabsecond basket by Kevin Ebcrhart bing a lead which built up conto defeat the East Central Tigers, siderably until the closing min
61-59, in an Oklahoma Intercol- utcs.
legiate Conference game held
Hustle by the Bulldogs and the
Saturday night in the 'Dog House. enthusiasm of the fans aided
East Central entered the con- Southwestern to victory. As the
test with an unblemished 3-0 OIC clock ticked down, the score was
record and had an overall mark of tied, and the Bulldogs had pos13-5. The Bulldogs, on the other session of the ball.
side, now have a 2-1 OIC record
The stall game was put into
and own an 8-12 record.
action and with seven ticks left on
Saturday night's game began the clock, Ebcrhart hit from 20
rather slow with both teams feci. East Central called time out
shooting a very low percentage at with four seconds left and again
halftime. Southwestern led most with three strokes remaining.
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The liners inbounded and a victory.
shot 90 per cent from the charity
Nisi second shot hit the rim and
Ebcrhart was the leading scor- line.
bounced off only to hear the final
Southwestern out-rebounded
buzzer sound on the scoreboard, er with 17 points. He made 7-11 the visitors with 23 compared to
giving the Bulldogs a sweet shots from thefieldand had only their 21 and had 10 assists to their
one miss at the free throw line.
six.
Ebcrhart totaled four rebounds
East Central did burn the hosts
and hadfiveassists to go with two in one category-turnovers. The
F r e e
S w i m steals.
Tigers turned the ball over 13
Andrew Rhodes, the Bulldogs times next to Southwestern's
second leading scorer, hit four of seven.
nine from the field and was
Tonight will be the biggest
Hours Set
night
of the season for the Bullperfect
from
the
charity
stripe,
Free swim hours for the
hitting 6-6 tofinishthe game with dogs. The nationally ranked CamSouthwestern swimming
14 points. He was the leading re- eron Aggies will enter the 'Dog
pool have been announced
bounder
with six, two offensive House for a non-conference tilt
for the spring semester.
tonight. Tip-off for the contest
and four defensive.
The pool will be open Monwill be at 7:30 p.m.
Jerry Jones and Freddie Kibby
day through Friday, and
had six points each for the Bullthe students and faculty
dogs.
Rod Turney and Kevin Harmembers will be required
Help your
rington
scored four points each,
to have a current I.D. to
and Bruce Harrington added two
Heart...
enter the pool.
points on an outside jumper.
Monday's the pool will
Help your
Jones also managed to pull
be open from 3-5 p.m.;
downfiverebounds in the SaturH e a r t Fund,
Tuesday. Wednesday and
American Heart Awoc-aiion \
day contest and had two assists.
Thursday it will be open
The Bulldogs shot 49 per cent
from 6-8 p.m., and Friday's
from thefieldand made 84.6 per
the pool will be open from
cent from the free throw line.
2-4:30 p.m.
East Central made 46.2 per cent
of their shots from outside and
•
If I haven't got cancer by now I'll never get it. I just
•
don't want to know. No one in my family ever had cancer
•
anyway. My husband told me not to worry. I was going
•
to go but I
rem«^eAthe
goldfish needed feeding. It
•
was raining o u t , ^ f l j ^ W f l ^ L S I C ^ °n ^ 6

t
•
•
•

KEVIN EBERHART was the key man in the Bulldogs' victory
Saturday night. Ebcrhart will have a big chore In line for him tonight
*hen the nation's third-ranked Cameron Aggies visit the 'Dog House.
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v e t e r a n s , t o o !

A Public Service ol This Newspaper f^JI
& The Advertising Council d**'

canary_got out so I chased it ardMwoi_ hours J^prgot.
I h a ^ l ^ J r f j J f ^ M ^
tfU|lAcA
first.
' I S J L L a
golf W m & F
right now. If
went to the doc
wrong doctor's
my religion
I'm too busy right n
me. My father neve
until he was 90
wrong with m
I'm too young
I thought, on
and fix dinner.

LttMvS^rBaMrltJFraaved

loney
thTHSars. I
went to the
,ke it. It's against
lose a few pounds first.
Id fall apart without
tor's and he lived
about it. Nothing's
rs are too cold.
.too old to care.
to stay home
boss wouldn't give
me the day off anyway. There was a great sale on linens
I couldn't miss. The car had a funny rattle. No one in
my family ever had cancer. I'm not afraid of cancer. I
Everyone has an excuse for not seeing their doctor
about colorectal cancer. However, every year 52,000 men
and women die of colorectal cancer in this country alone.
Two out of three of these people might be saved by early
detection and treatment. Two out of three.
So what is your excuse? Today you have a new,
simple, practical way of providing your doctor with a stool
specimen on which he can perform the guaiac test. This can
detect signs of colorectal cancer in its early stages before
symptoms appear. While two out of three people can be
saved. Ask your doctor about a guaiac test, and stop
excusing your life away.

American Cancer

Society
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Bulldogs
defeated Dewey County 36-31 and
Team with a score of 52-10
By MARffi ATTEBERRY
Other team's scores were: Al- TKE #1 outscored Silverware
"More students participate in
intramural basketball than in any coholics over TKE #2 29-14; 52-16.
other sport during the school Rocking Chair and Kappa Si #2,
year." according to Coach Bob 12-10, and Chi Alpha over Cowboys, 39-28.
Densmore, director of men's in- Previous games were The Mort- News in
tramural games.
gagers over Little Kings, 42-14;
There arefiveleagues: Greek, Nads over Gun, 32-22; Bluejays
Brief
Organization, and three Inde- over Exterminators, 32-22; Funky
pendent leagues. Each league Weatherbeans beat Rookies, 26Phi Alpha Theta will hold a
champ receives a trophy and 22, and TNT over The Honyocks, meeting Feb. 11 at 6 p.m. in the
Coach Densmore takes the top 36-30.
Skyview Room. All members are
Phi Delts beat the Pikes. 42-36;
three teams of each league to the
invited
to attend.
University Tournament in April. Hubic Pairs over All Stars, 34-24;
•*•
A total of 16 teams will participate Punkadelics beat No Names, 6226; BSU Bombers bombed BSU
in the tournament at the end of Deacons, 52-30; The Gang beat
Oklahoma's cost last year for
this season. There are a total of 68 Wildcats. 40-36; BSU Cavaliers picking up litter along state highteams in the Intramural Sports. lost to Kappa Si iVl, 32-28; Greer ways was over $500,000. Keep
Intramurals are progressing County outscored Snappin Elks, Oklahoma Beautiful I
and expanding. Additional sports 65-10; Deathwish beat Silver Bulare being considered, and the lets, 32-26, and Thunderbunnies
entry fees will increase. These
fees pay for all the equipment and
R u s t y
N a i l
trophies.
Officials are from the Sports
H a i r
s t y l i n g
Officiating classes and they are
completely inexperienced at the
in do do muck for uou. jLt u6 kelp uou
first of the year. Coach Densmore
ckoose a cut and itule tkat id riykt for uou.
!
calls this, "Baptism under fire."
know alt tkt> latest in men d and women d
Keeping score and timing are the
arms.
btowcutd, dlif
organization coordinates who also
Owner, Operator:
handle the equipment.
Charlie Queen, Blanchard junc/l
Operators:
ior, is the supervisor. This is a
.Jinn StepltenSon
paid position and comes out of
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY.
intramural funds.
Anyone having questions conCALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT AT
772-3700
cerning the program should con522 N. State
tact Coach Bob Densmore in the
*
P.E.Building, Extension 4403.
•••••••
By MARIE ATTEBERRY
Thefirstweek scores for the Intramural Basketball Leagues are:
The Loaners over Just Another

*

*

T o n i g h t

-vs- C a m e r o n

Aggies

7:30 p.m. in the Gym
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